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Hi folks,

This month's Newsletter has something for everybody.  There are reports 
of recent events, including the RSGB talk at the SEARS club night, and 
SEARS members at the ECWARC CW Boot Camp.

We also look forward to a host of upcoming goodies, with a final field 
event of the season, a packed program of new speakers and subjects, the 
SEARS rally in February, and, as they say, much more.  This looks like 
being one of our best years.

There's an interesting quiz question involving just resistors that you may 
be tempted to tackle, and the answer to last month's challenge about 
headlight-triggered vehicle parking lights with a time-out.

I've included in this edition a review of the Czech Ham Shop.  It's a little-
known but very useful on-line shop which I have used for around five 
years to buy many great kits.  I've listed a few of the current offerings 
which I think may be of particular interest.

And, of course, our regular features are there for you:  Watchkeeping at 
Sea, Programmers' Corner, and Whirly Word for Radio Amateurs.

So, enjoy the read - I had fun putting it all together for you, and a good 
chuckle over the cartoons.



SEARS Club Night October 10th, 2017.
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Vic/G6BHE is the owner of many hats, such 
as WebMaster, Rally Master, and Bacon Butty 
Master, but at SEARS Club night this month 
he was wearing his RSGB Regional Manager 
titfer.   His subject was, naturally, the RSGB, 
but his talk was not an official one.  This was 
Vic's own take on what the RSGB do and 
where members fit into the scheme of things.

It was a short but telling presentation.  He underlined that the RSGB can 
be viewed as an insurance policy but is in fact much cheaper than other 
insurances such as car and buildings. In effect the RSGB insures our 
continued use of the amateur bands, our voice with Ofcom et al in 
protecting us from EMC incursions, and our help when there are problems 
with neighbours or the local authority.

Add to this Radcom which, while containing much material that only 
applies to the more erudite readers, still offers some fine articles, free 
advertising, etc.  Vic's advice: join up if you haven't already done so.

SEARS Club Night November 14th 

This is an important evening for SEARS, because it's our AGM.  It reviews 
the past year and looks forward to the coming one.

You can hear the Chairman's Report for 2017 and he will tell us how he 
wants to lead the club into 2018.  The Secretary will report on Membership 
headcount, adjusting for new members and SKs, plus  other administrative 
details.  The Treasurer will present the Club Accounts with a separate item 
on the 2017 Rally Accounts.  There will be information on many other 
items of interest to members.

And, of course, there will be Committee elections, with some significant 
changes this year.  So please don't miss it.  It's your Club, and your vote 
counts.  



The Editor's Quiz.  Number 8:  Nothing but Resistors . . .
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Some of the recent Quiz Questions 
may have seemed a little tough, so 
this month's poser couldn't be much 
simpler - or could it?  The inset 
diagram shows a mere 3 resistors for 
you to ponder.

There are no other components such as capacitors, inductors, etc, to 
cloud your thinking.  And there are no nasty things such as current and 
voltage to worry about, let alone phase relationships etc.

You can see that the total resistance here is 180 ohms.  To help, I can 
tell you that R2 is 3 times the value of R1.  Wait, there's more!  The 
combined value of R1 and R2 is 4 times the value of R3.

That's it.  All you need to do is figure out the values of R1, R2, and R3.  
Good luck, and check in next month for the answers.

A box of electronic 
components were 
a r g u i n g a m o n g 
themselves.  "I'm the 
m o s t u s e f u l ! " 
boasted a capacitor. 
"No, you're not, I 
am" declared an 
i n d u c t o r . " W h a t 
about me?" asked a 
resistor.  "You're no 
g o o d " s a i d a 
transistor scornfully.  
"Surely you know 
that resistance is 
useless?"
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SEARS at the ECWARC CW Boot Camp

•

The ECWARC (Essex CW ARC) CW Boot Camp was held on Saturday 
October 21st at Witham in Essex.  The turnout was good, with some folk 
coming from as far away as Redditch and Portsmouth.  The Essex clubs 
were well represented, including, of course, SEARS.

Club Treasurer Dave/G4AJY was a presenter/instructor.  Tony/G0JYI and 
Roland/M0BDB were also present.  Dave was one of the instructors in the 
high speed group, and our lads were assigned to him.

They were both comfortable at 22 to 24 wpm, and coped with short bursts 
up to about 28 wpm.  Both these men have improved their morse greatly in 
the last year, and are a credit to SEARS.  We can look forward to seeing 
them on the key at future field events.

The day was a great success and lots of fun.  Apart from two intensive 
morse assessment and training sessions, there were several slide-show 
talks, presentations, and demos on a wide range of CW subjects.

A hot lunch was provided, the parking was free, and the hall was perfect 
for the event.  The icing on the cake was provided by the sponsor, Martin 
Lynch & Son, in the shape of two PK-4 keyers.  One of them was won by 
TARG Chairman Nigel/M0ICH, well-known latterly in the Essex CW 
community.

G4AJY presents a prize to M0ICH G4AJY, M0BDB & G0JYI hard at work
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 7

A number of things combined to make the Radio Officer's job a rather 
solitary and at times lonely one.  A major reason was the fact that we were 
bound by the Official Secrets Act.  We weren't allowed to divulge the 
contents of any messages except to the addressee, and we were 
forbidden to admit even the existence of such a message.

If we were anchored off somewhere waiting for orders, the whole ship's 
complement would be on edge.  Were we going into port?  Were we 
bound elsewhere?  Was it close or would it be two month's sailing away?  
What kind of cargo would we carry?  Was the next port good for shore 
leave? etc, etc.  And they knew the R/O would receive those orders even 
before the Old Man.

Of course, every time I touched the key, everyone knew it - their personal 
transistor radios and cassette players would resound with unwanted 
morse code blotting out their favourite pop stars.  So every time I keyed 
the transmitter various men would find reasons to drop into the Radio 
Room "for a chat," during which they would casually ask "Any orders yet, 
Sparks?"

There were many other things I knew of and could never discuss with 
anyone.  A seaman might receive a "Dear John" message or another 
young man might receive the tragic news that his wife had died.  Even 
happy messages such as the birth of a child was secret until the 
delighted new father announced it.

There were also some times when even I didn't know what was going on.  
A very quiet and timid donkeyman-greaser from the wilds of Scotland 
once asked me to set up a phone call home urgently.  Of course, I would 
have to stay in the Radio Room throughout.  We could shut the door, but 
that was all the privacy he would get.

When I had it all hooked up via Portishead Radio, I began to listen 
surreptiously to the caller to satisfy my curiosity.  He obviously sensed 
that my apparent absorption in the log book was a fake because he 
switched to Gaelic, leaving me none the wiser as to what the emergency 
was.  Nothing was said afterwards, but I was firmly put in my place 
on this occasion - I hadn't even realised he knew Gaelic!
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Where do new Hams come from?

Mrs. Ferguson makes a GP Appointment.  “Oh, Dr. 
Finlay, what's wrong with me?  I just can’t get 
pregnant!” she exclaims with great agitation.

After a thorough examination, the doctor declares 
there are no problems he can find.  “Well, Mrs. 
Ferguson, the only thing I can recommend is to get 
a lodger” he declares wryly and with an air of 
finality.

A few months later Mrs. Ferguson waylays him in 
the street.  “Oh, Dr. Finlay, thank you so much for 
your excellent advice!  I took in a lodger and now 
I’m pregnant.”

“And how does your lodger feel about it?” enquires 
the doctor, raising his eyebrows.

“Oh, she’s delighted” beams his patient.  “And 
she’s pregnant too!”



Our last Field Event for 2017.
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In line with our Chairman's push for more field events, and in the 
light  of  the cancellations we had during the summer,  another 
event has been squeezed in before the winter irrevocably closes  
us in.  The club will are holding a radio day at the IYC (Island 
Yacht Club) on November 25th.

We will, of course, have our usual stations on the air in our own 
gazebo,  either  the  club  Windom  or  the  G5RV.   Both  these 
antennas do well wherever we go, but they're particulary good at 
the IYC due to the salty soil and the fact that we're right on the 
edge of the water there.

Another attraction is  the fact  that  the IYC folk will  have both 
their excellent cafeteria open (best breakfasts on the Island!) and 
the bar as well, with their gratifyingly low prices.

Don't miss this final field event for 2017 - there won't be another 
until next April.  And I promise you'll have fun.

Hello, OM, just trying out my new rig!  It's the Mk 2 Nr 
19 Set from YaesKenIcom.  This will blow your socks off, 
it's just about the greatest piece of kit ever to come onto 

the ham market.



Parking Lights in the Good Old Bad Old Days
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Last month's edition had us looking at vehicle parking lights.  They are no 
longer compulsory, but it would be a helpful feature if your sidelights 
came on (when parked at night) at the approach of another vehicle and 
then switched off automatically after about a half minute.

This turns out to be a piece of cake with modern components, as you can 
see from the schematic below.

LDR1 is a standard light-dependant resistor from Spiratronics costing a 
mere 30p.  The 555 was one of a batch of 10 for £1 on eBay.  The relay is 
as featured in last month's flasher circuit.

When tested, the time delay after switch-on was 25 seconds using the 
components shown.  The ciruit worked right first time.  In practice use two 
LDRs in parallel, one at the front and one at the rear of your vehicle.



WHIRLY WORD for Radio Amateurs!
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This month's Whirly Word is given above.  How many words can you 
find?  Check the next issue for my answers.

Last month's solution, 36 words in all:

9 Letter Words:  modulated
8 Letter Words:  modulate umlauted
7 Letter Words:  moulded moulted 
6 Letter Words:  amulet lauded mauled module muddle mutual talmud umlaut
5 Letter Words:  adult aloud datum mould moult muted outed
4 Letter Words:  alum auld auto dual dude duel duet duma laud loud lout ludo lute 
                          maul mule mute 

Rules:

►  You must find at least one 9-letter 
      word which is associated with 
      the Amateur Radio Hobby
►  The central letter must be  
      included  in every word ("F" this   
      month)
►  Find as many other words as you
     can (not specific to hams)
►  Every word must be at least four
      letters in length
►  No proper nouns allowed 

Going for the target word . . .



The Czech Ham Shop
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This month's review is of a ham shop rather than a piece of equipment. 
It's based in Chechoslovakia and calls itself HamShop.cz.  I've been 
buying kits and components from this modest little on-line shop for 
about 5 years, and have never been disappointed in price, delivery, or 
quality.  Take a look at some of their goodies.

I picked out a sample of four items just to give you a flavour of things at 
hamshop.cz.
Top left:  a beautiful little QRP antenna tuner, priced at €42.10.
Top right:  a complete CW Paddle keyer kit, the Yack2, price €6.95.
Bottom left:  the KN-Q7A single-band SSB transceiver kit for €112.01.
Bottome right:  Pixie 40m kit, with 7.23 MHz Xtal and case,  €13,48.
https://www.hamshop.cz/

https://www.hamshop.cz/
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Looking Ahead

As you can see from the 
line-up above, SEARS have 
laid on a first-class series 
of talks and events to take 
us right through to next 
summer.
  
And the field event season 
commences in April or May, 
s o t h e r e ' s a l w a y s 
something for hams to do 
in our Club.



Last month's Problem:

22! (factorial 22) contains the 
d i g i t s 7 7 7 7 a t t h e d i g i t 
positions 10 through 13.

Find all those factorials less 
than 200 digits long which 
contain any 4 equal digits 
consecutively like the example 
given above, anywhere in the 
factorial. Trailing zeroes are 
excluded!

This is a very tedious problem 
to solve by hand, but a simple 
computer program should do 
the job nicely.

Programmers' Corner
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The integer 123456789 is the first term of a series. The next term is 
generated like this:

1.  Add all the digits of the previous term together.
2.  If the total is greater than 10, repeat the process.
    As soon as a single-digit sum is obtained, it becomes the first
    digit of the next term.
3.  The rest of the next term is simply the first eight digits of the
    previous term.

The first term's sum of digits is 45, and the sum of 45's digits is 9.  This 
is concatenated with the term's first eight digits, yielding a second term 
of 912345678.
The series generated is 123456789, 912345678,991234567,199123456 . . .
Will the first term ever be repeated and, if so, after how many iterations?
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I wrote some Python code to 
solve this, shown overleaf.  
Here's a printout obtained by 
running the code:

Factorial  Length  Quad  Position

    22!             22      7777       10
    27!             29      8888         3
    35!             41      6666       21
    38!             45      1111        15
    45!             57      2222         5
    96!           150      2222       69
    99!           156      9999       70
  100!           158      9999       70
  109!           177      2222       65
  111!           181      5555       86
  117!           193      4444     109

New Poser: 



# New Puzzlet #021
# Factorial 22 contains the digits 7777 at the
# digit positions 10 through 13. Find all those
# factorials less than 200 digits long which
# contain four equal digits consecutively like
# the example given above, anywhere in the
# factorial.  Trailing zeroes are excluded!
# By Dave Ellis.
# Old Puzzlet #187

def GetFactorial(f):
# Returns factorial of argument f
    prod = 1
    for i in range(2, f + 1):
        prod *= i
    return prod

def PrintResult():
# Pretty printer
    print (str(f) + "!").rjust(6),
    print "%8d" % length,
    print "   " + quadDigits[i],
    print "%7d" % int(factStr.index(quadDigits[i]) + 1,),
    if ans == "y":
        print "  ", fact
    else:
        print

# Main program

import math # Used in length calculation, math.log10

# load quad digits into list
quadDigits = []
for i in range(1, 10):
    quadDigits.append(str(1111 * i))

# Get printing instructions
print
ans = raw_input("Do you want the complete factorial printed out each time? 
(y/n) ")
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Continued on next page . . .
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Continued from previous page

# Print results header
print
print "Factorial  Length  Quad  Position",
if ans == "y":
    print " Factorial value"
else:
    print
print# Main routine

length = 0
f = 6
resultsCounter = 0
while length < 200:
    fact = GetFactorial(f)
    factStr = str(fact)
    length = int(math.log10(fact) + 1)
    for i in range(0, 9):
        if quadDigits[i] in factStr:
            resultsCounter += 1
            PrintResult()
    f += 1

# Print results summary
print
print "Thus, there are", resultsCounter, "solutions."
print


